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Highlights
2020

APRIL

MARCH
ANA LUXEMBOURG - PBN operational

DSNA - New technology supports

Performance Based Navigation (PBN)

continuous training

became available in Luxembourg TMA,

To keep a high level of skills, controllers

enabling direct, shorter routes and more

are trained by using e-learning methods

efficient take-offs and landings at Luxem-

and new simulators platforms like at

bourg Airport. PBN, in combination with

Paris-CDG.

PBN-enabled CDOs, improves safety, helps
to reduce fuel burn, and cuts aircraft emissions and noise impact.

LVNL - GoDrone app launched
LVNL launched the
GoDrone app for use

LVNL - Schiphol and LVNL reduce noise

by drone operators on

disturbance

mobile devices and in

Schiphol and LVNL launched a joint pro-

browsers, available at

gramme of measures to reduce noise dis-

www.godrone.nl. The app provides infor-

turbance with four themes: runway use,

mation about where you can fly your drone

aircraft types, flight routes and proce-

safely along with more useful information

dures during the day, and flying at night.

and options.

Aimed at enhancing the quality of life,
stakeholders can stay informed by visiting
www.minderhinderschiphol.nl.

MUAC - COVID/AIRAC flight planning
advice for aircraft operators
MUAC introduced a bespoke AIRAC brief to

MUAC - Remote test and training

inform aircraft operators and CFSPs about

infrastructure rolled out

significant changes in routeings and RAD

The MUAC test and training infrastructure

restrictions in the MUAC airspace to sup-

was made available to staff using a secure

plement the monthly update of route data-

interface to enable work to continue

bases and assist with smooth transition to

remotely during the COVID-19 pandemic.

a new AIRAC.

SKYGUIDE - Automated authorisations
for drone flights
Skyguide and a technology partner introduced digital authorisation of drone flights
in controlled airspace areas. The automated, streamlined process makes airspace access swifter, simpler and safer for
the growing number and complexity of
such flights.

MUAC test and training infrastructure
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PUNCTUALITY

PREDICTABILI

MAY

JUNE

JULY

LVNL - New runway safety net in

DFS - Improved assessment method

CAPACITY
DSNA - Digitalisation: launch of the

Schiphol control towers

provides tailwind for wind power

1st service contract of Coflight Cloud

LVNL introduced a new safety function in

Based on latest scientific findings by the

Services (CCS)

Schiphol control towers that warns con-

“Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt”,

The contract signed by DSNA, ENAV and

trollers when a runway is unavailable by

DFS introduced a modified assessment

skyguide paves the way for ATM Data Ser-

blocking the electronic flight strips used in

method in application procedures for the

vice Provider deployment in line with the

the tower. This measure is part of the

construction of wind turbines in order to

Airspace Architecture Study.

Schiphol Safety Improvement Roadmap of

determine the interference potential of

the Schiphol Integrated Safety Manage-

wind turbines on terrestrial radio naviga-

ment

tion facilities.

System

(ISMS),

a

partnership

between various parties dedicated to con-

OPERATIONS

MUAC - Launch of Pre-Flight Check
(PFC) initiative

tinued safety improvements at Schiphol.

The PFC offers airlines different flight
DSNA - Operational data exchanges

paths shortly before take-off to identify the

migrate to NewPENS

best possible route and altitude for indi-

DSNA completed the migration of the

vidual flights between airports. For just 163

operational data exchanges to the new

flights addressed, there were: 66 t less of

pan-European network project aiming at

CO2, 21 t less of fuel; 2,700 NM saved, 323

connecting 36 ANSPs totalising some 45

minutes saved resulting in a 1,440€ reduc-

countries and 110 sites.

tion in route charges.

MUAC - Flexible Use of Airspace (FUA)
Cell becomes operational in Dutch air-

PUNCTUALITY

space
The MUAC FUA Cell manages the daily
allocation of airspace between civil and
military in the Netherlands’ upper airspace.

PREDICTABILI
SKYGUIDE - New safety features with

SKYGUIDE - A new management system

SKEYES - Antwerp Airport tested

Virtual Centre programme

for Geneva Tower

enhanced flight vision system

Zurich Area Control Centre completed

Geneva Airport control tower installed a

skeyes and partners tested an on-board

phase 2 of new Route Handling Concept

new management system that ensures all

system to improve airport access in poor

that enables controllers to view flight

tower instructions – to pilots, for instance

visibility conditions at Antwerp Airport. The

routes filed in the aircraft flight manage-

– can be electronically tracked. PAGE 1

test showed that aircraft can land up to

ment system. The enhanced situational

facilitates coordination among all the par-

30% below the minimum thresholds of

awareness and automatic conflict detec-

ties involved, on the ground and in the air,

published procedures while still in compli-

tion help controllers respond rapidly to

substantially simplifying controllers’ work-

ance with the future EASA regulations.

volatile air traffic movements and supports

flows and enhancing system safety.

Skyguide’s Virtual Centre programme and
implementation of Free Route Airspace.

CAPACITY

OPERATIONS
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AUGUST

OCTOBER

SEPTEMBER

DSNA - 4-FLIGHT towards

DSNA - New-generation ground

ANA LUXEMBOURG - Reducing aviation’s

commissioning

surveillance radar at Paris-Orly airport

environmental footprint

New operational evaluations on live traffic

This more performant radar enhances

ANA’s Environmental Management System

were led by the two pilot-centres in safety

apron safety and brings significant techni-

(EMS) is founded on six environmental pil-

mode for several hours during Summer

cal benefits.

lars: Noise, Air Quality, Water & Ground

2020 in order to build confidence in the

Quality, Waste, Biodiversity and Resources,

system.

and applies to the entire ANA organisation.
Nice-Côte d’Azur labelled Airport-CDM

Monitored by a dedicated team, ANA’s

Nice became an integrated Network Man-

ambitious environmental statement issued

ager-CDM airport. Thanks to CDM, the

in 2020 applies detailed actions and meas-

operations are optimized for the benefit of

urements aimed at reducing the environ-

safety, environment and flight efficiency.

mental footprint of air and ground operations in Luxembourg airspace and across
the organisation. ANA officially registered

LVNL - Polaris radar and training

as a certified service in accordance with

centre opens

the Community Eco-Management and

LVNL opened the new Polaris radar and

Audit Scheme (EMAS) (Regulation (EC)

training centre built to support both civilian

1221/2009).

and military air traffic controllers and a
Preparation of training sessions by controllersexperts 4-FLIGHT at Marseille ACC

major step in the merger of military and
civilian air traffic control into a single Air
Traffic Management unit in 2023. Facilities
include an operations room with about a
hundred radar screens, a 3D tower simulator that can create a 360-degree projection
of the view from any control tower in the
Netherlands, and numerous educational
rooms.

SKEYES - A-SMGCS at Liege Airport
Liege introduced an Advanced Surface
Movement Guidance and Control System
providing precise information on the position and movement of aircraft and vehicles
on the operational parts of the airport in all
weather conditions. The A-SMGCS tower
displays track label information, airfield
lighting control system stop bars, and is
due to include an automated safety alarm
to prevent runway incursions and other
potentially dangerous situations.
Polaris radar and training centre opens
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NOVEMBER

DECEMBER
ANA LUXEMBOURG - ANA Risk & Safety

CAPACITY

Culture Management adopted
Adoption of a State safety and risk management programme applied to ATM/ATS
and Aerodrome activities and processes
and includes a “Just Culture” policy in conformance with EU regulation that is sup-

OPERATIONS

ported by Luxembourg juridical authorities. This important milestone is a corner
stone for other “Just Culture” measures
already in place.

MUAC/SKEYES - A potential shared ATS
System (SAS3) with skeyes
DFS - Airport drone detection test

A study was completed to determine the

successfully completed

feasibility of using MUAC’s Air Traffic Man-

DFS, together with its project partners,

agement System at skeyes in Belgium. A

successfully completed a large-scale test

decision is expected in the course of 2021.

for drone detection systems at the two
busiest airports Frankfort and Munich. The
results now available are the basis for

SKEYES - Drone Service App for

specifying the requirements for suitable

planning visualisation of operations

drone detection technologies at all air-

areas

ports.

skeyes took the first step towards the

PUNCTUALITY

implementation of the U-Space concept
Farewell, Berlin-Tegel!

with the implementation of a web applica-

The second runway at Berlin Airport BER

tion to facilitate coordination, planning and

went into operation and the last plane from

information exchange with drone opera-

Berlin-Tegel Airport took to the skies.

tors. The tool supports planning and visu-

Operational since 1960, this was an emo-

alisation of drones operations, reducing

tional moment for DFS staff after manag-

workload for air traffic controllers and

ing more than four million controlled

Aerodrome Flight Information Services.

PREDICTABILI

flights.

CAPACITY
MUAC/DFS - MUAC and Karlsruhe
reduce airspace complexity
Through the cooperative optimisation of
boundaries, routes and airspace (COBRA)
initiative, the two ATC facilities successfully
collaborated to shorten routes and improve
flight profiles.

OPERATIONS

COST-EFFICIENCY
PERFORMANCE
REPORT 2020

Heavy drop in traffic – services
fully available
all-time low of 52,526 flights. Traffic patterns also
changed as cargo flights grew in importance, causing
Leipzig to become Europe’s busiest airport in 2Q of
2020 and additional night-time hours for controllers
at Munich area control centre. The all-cargo segment
increased 2.3% over the year. It was the only segment
to record an increase in 2020.

-56.8

%

The situation was made more challenging when the

en route traffic decline

European Commission sanctioned the deferral of
user charges worth 1.1 billion euros by airspace
users, the sole source of financing Europe’s critical

-55.7

%

airspace infrastructure. Building resilience into the
system has become a priority as ANSPs prepare for

airport traffic decline

-3.5

the return of traffic and for the demands of the current reporting period (RP3) which runs from 2020 to
2024.

million

en route flights
compared to 2019

ANSPs safeguarded controller skill levels using virtual platforms for refresher training, to maintain key
skills and licences and where possible, continued
their recruitment programmes in readiness for traffic
The COVID-19 pandemic turned 2020 into a year like

to return given the 3-4 years’ needed for controller

no other. Marginal traffic downturn in the first quarter

training. Capital investment projects also came under

went into freefall as states closed their borders and

pressure – including infrastructure required to sup-

introduced lockdown measures to reduce transmis-

port the Commission’s future Digital European Sky –

sion rates. By year-end, traffic handled in FABEC en

as cash flows dried up.

route airspace had slumped by 56.8% compared with
the previous year, and airport traffic by 55.7 (1). FABEC

European traffic is forecast to reach 51% of 2019 lev-

air navigation service providers (ANSPs) handled

els by the end of 2021 according to EUROCONTROL,

fewer than 2.7 million en route flights in 2020 com-

with complete recovery predicted by 2026 (scenario

pared with 6.2 million in 2019; in sharp contrast to the

2). This anticipates progressive vaccine deployment

6.5 million flights forecast by STATFOR.

across Europe – and in fact globally – during 2021 and
the return of passenger confidence. An alternative

In response to the unpredictable, fast-changing

view (scenario1) suggests an earlier return to 2019

demand, FABEC ANSPs initiated a series of meas-

traffic levels by 2024 in response to strong economic

ures to ensure the skies remained open to support

factors, whilst a more pessimistic scenario 3 assumes

essential medical and repatriation flights, the grow-

that due to lingering infection rates recovery would be

ing amount of cargo services during the most difficult

no earlier than 2029 (2).

weeks of the pandemic as well as handling military
traffic. With the introduction of social distancing,
short-time working arrangements, new rosters and

(1)

FABEC 2020 Capacity Report https://www.fabec.eu/images/user-pics/

(2)

EUROCONTROL Think Paper #8 COVID-19 https://www.eurocontrol.int/

collective agreements, ANSPs continued to deliver
safe and efficient air traffic services – even during
April when movements fell by 90% against 2019 to an

pdf-downloads/reports/Capacity_Report_2020_12_V_1_0.pdf
publication/what-covid19-did-european-aviation-2020-outlook-2021
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Massive loss of revenue and
cost savings

PUNCTUALITY

PREDICTABILI

Air traffic control relies on fixed infrastructure and
long-term capital expenditure programmes to provide safety-critical services, so project deferrals inevitably impact future capacity, a source of concern for
FABEC ANSPs who shouldered most of the unex-

CAPACITY

pected traffic increases in 2018 and 2019. Cutting
investment limits their ability to respond to market
change and implement new, more efficient, procedures, as required under European ATM performance
regulations. FABEC ANSPs will also support the
Commission’s Green Deal initiative to reach carbon
net zero by 2050, along with a digital agenda that
anticipates widespread roll-out of new technology.

–2 billion
OPERATIONS
euros
revenue lost by
FABEC ANSPs

FABEC ANSPs called for performance regulations to
take account of these new priorities and performance
measurement to reflect not just user costs but the
long-term outcome of service delivery. European citizens consider the reduction of the environmental
footprint of aviation to be important, but at the same
time continue to have the desire to fly. More efficient
flight paths will benefit not just aviation but also the
Revenue lost by European ANSPs during 2020 is esti-

transport industry’s wider performance goals.

mated at 4.9 billion euros against an annual income
of 10.2 billion euros forecast by EUROCONTROL (2).

The pandemic has shown how vital it is that Europe

Handling 55% of European traffic, FABEC ANSPs suf-

has a resilient ATM system always available to sup-

fered more than half of the total loss, creating a

port safe aviation services. It needs to be able to

financial crisis on top of the operational challenges.

respond flexibly to unpredictable weather events,

Emergency measures included cutting CAPEX costs

changing priorities of the citizens whose interests it

by up to 25%, cancelling non-vital projects and fur-

serves and support Europe’s wider goals. A more

loughing staff.

passenger-centric approach involves more stakeholder groups and considers the role played by air-

ANSPs also introduced cost reductions in 2020 deter-

ports, airspace users and service providers across

mined by plans submitted in 2019, and many incurred

the aviation transport chain.

PUNCTUALITY

PREDICTABILI

debt as a result of taking on extra government loans.
Despite this, financial support only very partially filled
the revenue gap, which led to the postponement of a
high number of new investments. While ANSPs can
recover most of the shortfall under the risk sharing

CAPACITY

mechanism within the charging scheme, this will
take several years to accomplish.

OPERATIONS

COST-EFFICIENCY
PERFORMANCE
REPORT 2020

Enabling more environmentally
friendly flights
ble route options. Simulations predict that, on the basis
of pre-pandemic traffic, the change in Maastricht alone
will bring a potential savings 40 tonnes of fuel and 150
tonnes of CO2 per day, provided all flights make good
use of FRA.
FABEC ANSPs took advantage of the quiet skies to

97

%

introduce additional measures to raise efficiency and

horizontal flight
efficiency

shortened routes over the Alps by 15 nautical miles in

reduce emissions. ANSPs in Switzerland and Germany
June 2020, saving flight time and reducing fuel consumption. Flights destined for northern Italy now follow
a more direct route across central and southern Ger-

94

%

many and similar changes are being considered for
flights from north east Europe destined for airports in

filed flight plans

Spain and North Africa. The two ANSPs also introduced
permanent procedures that enable airspace users to
remain at fuel-efficient cruising heights for longer and
to reach higher altitudes earlier across the international boundary. Flight arrivals cross the border 2,0004,000 ft higher than previously and Frankfurt departures
Lower traffic volume was accompanied by improved
environmental performance by FABEC ANSPs. Horizontal flight efficiency during 2020 exceeded 97% (3) for the
first time since 2015, surpassing the 96.75% target set
in the performance plan and approached the optimum
possible. Airspace users who took advantage of more
direct routes improved on their filed flight plans which
registered 94.03% (4) horizontal efficiency. As a result,
additional kilometres were limited to 104 million km,
compared with 172 million km filed in flight plans. This
led to 204 euros million savings in operational costs for
airspace users on account of averting 68 million extra
track km, reducing aviation’s environmental footprint by
1.4 million tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions.
Access to Free Route Airspace (FRA) also expanded
over the year, mandatory by the end of 2022 under EC
SES Implementing Regulation 116/2021. Airspace users
gained access to FRA on many night networks in addition to FRA around the clock the in upper airspace con-
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trolled by Maastricht (since December 2019) and
Karlsruhe (since February 2021) control centres, with
major centres in both France and Switzerland preparing
to implement similar procedures from the end of 2021.

entering Swiss airspace are no longer held at FL320 but
can enter at any altitude, generating an average saving
of 32kg of fuel or 100kg of carbon dioxide per flight.
FABEC also launched the Cooperative Optimisation of
Boundaries, Routes and Airspace (COBRA) project.
COBRA aims to reduce complexity and provide more
efficient traffic management by replacing coordination
between multiple sectors with bilateral handovers and
the provision of new route options. For example, shorter
routes along the Karlsruhe – Maastricht boundary simplify connections between adjacent approach centres
and improve vertical profiles for several arrivals and
departures to and from hub airports in the core area of
Europe. The procedures are supported by validation
simulations, controller training and new concept of
operations with implementation expected in 2022.
FABEC’s continuous efforts to improve the environmental sustainability of air traffic in its airspace was
rewarded by “Research, Innovation and Environment
2020 ATM Award” organised by Air Traffic Management
Magazine and Unmanned Airspace.
(3) 	

Benefits include a reduction in flight planning restrictions and the creation of several shorter flight-planna-

FABEC 2020 Environment Report https://www.fabec.eu/images/userpics/pdf-downloads/reports/Environment_Report_2020_12_V_1_0.pdf

(4) 	

EUROCONTROL ANS Performance data https://ansperformance.eu/data/

